
Na Rinnean—The Rhinns 

 

Meall Liath     Millyae     Grey Lump 

Achadh nam Boc     Auchniebut     Field of the Billy Goats 

Meall Fuar     Millfire     Cold Lump 

Meall Donn     Milldown     Brown Lump 

Geàrr Inbhir     Garinner     Gashed Confluence 
Creag Bruic     Craigbroch     Badger Rock 
Crois Rinne     Corserine     Cross Ridge 
Creag na h-ealtair     Craignelder     Rock of the Drove 

 

 
Poll Madaidh / Poll nam Madadh—Polmaddy 
 
Poll Madaidh     Dog-Burn / Burn of the Dogs (madadh also Fox or Wolf) 
Beul-àth’ nan sac     Ford mouth of the sacks (presumably milled oatmeal) 
Cam Linne     Crooked Pool 
Cnoc Buidhe     Yellow Knowe 
Creag a’ Chairr     Rock of the Bog / Morass 

Growing up in the Glenkens Na Rinnean (The Rhinns of Kells) were an ever-present 

feature in life, sometimes brooding, sometimes fierce, green with early summer grass, 

brown after a desiccating drought, sometimes be-ribbonned with cascading water 

spouts and above all white with snow for what seemed like most of the winter. 

I remember one year the last snow patch on Crois Rinne didn’t melt until after the 

school shut for summer holidays. 

I was fair dumfoonert to learn that most of our Rhinns peaks were named in Gaelic –

Dail Righ school history majored on General Wolfe and Clive of India, not the local 

cultural heritage!  

Co-dhiù, eventually I experienced the thrill of walking these mountains, finding the 

sheltered lochans of Achadh nam Boc, the almost vertical fissure of Geàrr Inbhir and the 

great corries of Meall Liath, Loch Daingean and Crois Rinne from where mini-glaciers had 

advanced. 

So the drawing shows Na Rinnean as I have them in my mind’s eye. It does not pretend 

to be geographically accurate, it’s more my impression of the ridge and certainly suffers 

from some vertical exaggeration! It is also not strictly from a Polmaddy viewpoint but 

using poetic license I wonder if we can accept that, as the villagers too would likely 

have had an overall perception of ‘their’ Rhinns, untethered to a specific spot. 
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years in New Galloway, and now stays at ‘The Braidenoch’ in the wilds of Carsphairn parish. 
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